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MATHEMATICAL NOTES. 165 
The maximum value is /1 +49jt2. 
The minimum value of P is 3/ 
d1 + 49tz2 
Since + 0 
=, 
tan = cotan ( = 7p and =tan-17/J. M E Y. GIEURY. 
304. [K. 8. 2.] To construct a quadrilateral which shall be inscribable in 
a circle, having given the four sides. 
Solution. 
Let x, y z, u be the four sides. 
Construct a fourth proportional to x, u, y: let it be v. 
Produce a line DC (equal to z) to CE making CE=v. 
Divide DE internally and externally in ratio x: y at points P and Q. On PQ construct a semi-circle, and in it place a chord CB equal to y. 
D, C, B are three points of the required quadrilateral. 
[Problem submitted by L. S. MILWARD (Malvern). Solution suggested by 
H. T. GILMORE.] 
305. [I.] In my paper on Irrational Numbers in this Gazette, for January 
1908, I defined an irrational number a to be the class of rationals of a (Cantor's) 
sequence which (in Cantor's theory) 'defines' it; thus /^2 is the class of 
rationals 1,1'4, 1'41, .... But other sequenlces (such as 1, 1+-, 1 ++, -.) 
equally 'define' 2; so that I should have said either: that in the theory of 
irrationals we re-define equality so that 'a=b' is to mean that the terms of 
these two sequences cannot ultimately differ by any fixed rational number, 
however small; or (preferably, since we need not re-define equality in it) 
the number V/2 (for example) is the class of those rational x's such that 
x2 < 2, so that every irrational is a Dedekind's 'Schnitt, as Russell has 
maintained. I will develop these, and other, alternatives in an article for 
the Messenger of Mathematics, but it seemed proper to add this note here, as 
Dr. F. S. Macaulay has called my attention to the difficulty to which my 
short explanation (p. 205) might give rise. PHILIP E. B. JOURDAIN. 
306. [X. 7.] " The slide rule for babes and sucklings." 
To make up the multiplication table take a ruler A with a scale graduated 
in, say, centimetres or any other convenient units, say from 0 to 100. To 
write down or repeat multiplications by 3, take a second ruler B, and on it 
mark off divisions each equal to 3 divisions of the first ruler, and number 
these 0, 1, 2, 3, .... Then placing the ruler B against the ruler A, we read 
off 3 times 1 are 3; 3 timles 2 are 6, and so on. 
For multiplication by 7, we must take a ruler B in which each division is 
equal to 7 divisions of ruler A, and so on. 
According to this plan we must use a different ruler B for each different 
multiplying factor. 
It does not make any difference whether the divisions on the ruler A are 
all of the same length, provided that each division of ruler B is exactly equal 
to the three divisions on A standing opposite it if we are multiplying by 3 
and to the seven divisions on A opposite it if we are multiplying by 7. 
In the slide rule, the divisions decrease in length in such a way that when 
the scale B is moved a certain distance to the right each of its divisions is 
opposite two divisions of the scale A ; when it has been moved a little further 
to the right each of its divisions is opposite three divisions of the scale A, 
and so on. Thus we are able to read off multiplications bv 2, 3, or any 
number by simply shifting the scale B to the right instead of by substituting 
different scales. This practically is the principle of the slide rule. 
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